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Service 
Accessible in 

batch mode 
Description 

Identify person Y
This service allows the data provider to ask for the identification of a person (by 

demographics or by local identifier and demographics) and returns a pseudonym

Identify person by ticket Y This service allows the data provider to ask for the identification of a person 

Notify identification N

In case of "Notification_required= YES" this service is used to commit or rollback 

the outcome of the service "Identify person by ticket". With this service, the 

notification  is used to confirm the reception of a local identifier and/or of a 

pickup ticket from the data provider

Retrieve pseudonym Y
This service enables a foreign identifier domain to retrive a local identifier or a 

pseudonym from a specific foreign identifier

Retrieve pseudonym by pickup ticket Y
This service is used in specific configurations of SPS to retrive a local identifier or 

a pseudonym  for a specific pickup ticket

Notify pseudonym reception N

In case of "Notification_required= YES" this service is used to ask the domain 

identifier to confirm the reception of the pseudonym. If the notification is not 

given after a predefined time, a Confirmation = NO will be processed

Reporting counting request service N

This service request a status about some statistical characteristic for a specific 

identifier domain (p.e. number of identities in the domain since a determined 

period of time, number of identification processes not notified, etc.) 

Reporting pickup ticket request service N

This service request a status about some statistical characteristic for a specific 

identifier domain (p.e. list of the active pickup tickets, status of the transaction 

initiated from the SPS, etc.) 

Reporting unnotified request service N

This service request a status about some statistical characteristic for a specific 

identifier domain (p.e. list of unnotified requests, list of identifiers and tickets 

relating to these unnotified requests, etc.) 

Delete pickup ticket N

The requestor of a pickup-ticket withdraws the pickup ticket, so that it cannot be 

used to pickup a local ID anymore. Additionally, the pickup-ticket can be used in a 

future identification request. This service might be executed even if the initial 

Identify_Person service has not yet be confirmed or unconfirmed.

Delete local ID N

A local ID form a domain is deleted. This service is permitted if the local IDs are 

managed by the source themself or if the pseudonymisation service manages it. 

The identity object of the MPI stays untouched; only the local ID of the domain 

that is linked to it will be removed

Restore local ID N
A deprecated local ID that is linked to a winning local ID is restored. This service is 

only permitted if the local IDs are managed by the source themselves

Reidentify person N
Returns the demographics of a person with a given local ID, if permitted. Only the 

of demographics  that have initially been given in the same domain are returned

Link local ID N

This service allows the fusion of two local IDs that are identified at the source as 

being from the same person. This service is only permitted if the local IDs are 

managed by the source themself. In the local system, both records of both local 

IDs are merged and all data will only be stored under the winning local ID. The 

loosing local ID will not be used in future anymore.

Get updates N

During updates of person identifying data at the source, the local ID at the data 

consumer side might have changed. This service enables the consumer to update 

the local ID via the persistent identifier.The SPS remembers the last time, when 

this service was used by a system, so it will either provide the updates since the 

last usage or the updates for a given timestamp.

Potential duplicates N
This service request a status about the potential local ID duplicates for a source 

domain

Vigilance request duplicate N
This service informs the identity vigilance of the SPS about potential duplicates. 

This occurs only for those domains where the local IDs are managed by the SPS

Vigilance request duplicate persistent N
This service informs the identity vigilance of the SPS about potential duplicates. 

Only in those domains where the local ID is in persitent mode (pseudonym)

Vigilance request split N This service informs the identity vigilance of the NPS about potential splits

Identify professional Y
This service allows the data provider to ask for the identification for a health 

professional. A professional can be identified by a local ID

Identify professional pseudonym Y
This service allows the data provider to ask for the identification for professional 

and returns the pseudonym

Retrieve pseudonym professional Y
This service is used in specific configurations of SPS to retrive a pseudonym for a 

health professional with a given Foreign_Id from a Foreign_Identifier_Domain.
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